EROAD Driver Insight Report
Better data = better decisions
EROAD Driver Insight
Report provides a smart,
easy-to-read summary of
driver-specific feedback,
highlighting key areas for
improvement. It makes it
easier for you to empower
your drivers to improve
performance and to enhance
safety across your fleet.
Your drivers have a huge impact
on your company’s reputation
and bottom line, but monitoring
their performance is not always
straightforward.
EROAD Driver Insight report
provides your drivers with
a summary of their driving
performance and highlights areas
for improvement. By identifying
specific issues and key messages,
it makes it easy to empower your
drivers to adopt safe driving habits.
A team of better, safer drivers is
key to lifting your bottom line.

SUPPORT DRIVER TRAINING

MINIMISE RISK

A ready-to-use, one page summary of
driver behaviour metrics which can be
easily included into driver performance
appraisals or as a tool for driver coaching

High-risk speeding locations and textual
insights provide your drivers with specific
guidance on how and where to improve

IMPROVE SAFETY

SAVE ON FUEL

Key resource to improve and encourage
safety across your fleet

Helps improve fuel efficiency with key
metrics impacting fuel consumption
including speeding, harsh braking, sharp
acceleration and idling

EROAD Driver Insight Report

KEY FEATURES
Summary of driver-specific feedback outlining key areas for improvement
Easy-to-understand one-page view for each driver supporting effective training
Covers speeding, harsh braking, engine idling, and other key measures
Traffic light colour coding highlights problem areas
Shows trend over time to help measure improvements

About EROAD
EROAD develops technology solutions (products and services) that manage vehicle fleets, support regulatory compliance, improve driver
safety and reduce the costs associated with driving. EROAD also provides valuable insights and data analytics to universities, government
agencies and others who research, trial and evaluate future transport networks. This data enables those who use the roads to influence the
design, management and funding of future transport networks.

See www.eroad.co.nz/products, or call 0800 4 EROAD for more information.

